
AppGuard is a protection software package that is installed on laptops, desktops and servers to 
defeat all forms of malicious software attacks. It is completely different from traditional cyber 
security solutions – it is not antivirus, it does not detect and respond, it simply STOPS all attacks by 
blocking and isolating then before they can do any harm.

Used worldwide, AppGuard has never been breached in its 20 year existence, giving complete 
reassurance that their data is secure and protected from cyber criminals.

AppGuard is a revolutionary technology that is a complete cyber protection against all known and 
unknown Malware threats.  Working independently from anti virus software, this state-of-the-art 
defence controls unauthorised applications, stops the installation of unauthorised software, 
reduces the need for so many security software patches and provides vital intelligence on the 
origin of blocked attacks. 

Tested, compared, delivered and supported throughout the UK 24/7 365 by Cyber Security 
Associates Limited, a Managed Security Service Provider, we’ve proudly been appointed to 
distribute, deploy, manage and support all installations.

Existing Cyber Security defences and products are not effective against sophisticated threats and 
attacks; therefore, preventing the attack from ever happening is the path to true security. The 
latest technology and tools currently rely on known threats and attack methods to stop further 
infections and attacks, which means there will always be a ‘patient zero’. AppGuard works 
differently and throws out the rulebook of traditional defences by blocking and isolating attacks 
before they happen.

AppGuard provides a full protect capability with easily accessible dashboards with a fast and 
simple automated deployment that can be managed by either an organisation or the CSA MSSP. 
AppGuard is available for both Home and Business users, ensuring everyone is protected no 
matter what IT they are using.
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AppGuard prevents breaches at the endpoint by blocking applications 
from performing unrecognised processes while allowing harmless and 
authorised processes to continue.

Requires no updates or an Internet connection to operate, allowing 
deployment on non-connected IT and other infrastructures.

Allows an organisation to lock-down usage of external devices (USBs, 
DVDs) and only allow authorised devices to be used.

Prevents the unauthorised installation of software and will only allow 
installations approved by the organisation.

It has a very small footprint using a small amount of memory to operate 
and has no endpoint latency, ensuring it remains lightweight. 

Stops all variants of Malware and Ransomware and can be deployed after 
an attack to stop any infections from spreading. 

Offers multiple deployment and support options ranging from fully 
managed to co-managed to self-managed for Home and Business users.
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